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Voices from the Darkness: A HOllseofLeaves Experience

HOlls.e ofLeave; is both a love letter to the written word !jIId a demonstration of its
inadequacies, a cautionary tale, a horror story, a romance, a bildungsroman, an eloquent mock�ry
.

.

.

of Iiterary critlcisril, and much else besides. It incorporates postmodern poly-voCal framing

.

techniq4es, which are soh of a literary version of Russian nesting dolls, if the dolls all talked to
.

'

,

.

I

.

'

.

.

eacl\. other and one was a pathological liar and one was claustrophobic and one denied the

�

existence ofany other dolls (but ev n if there were other dolls, this Qne would tell yoll, they're
all crazy anyway). Granted, it's 'not a perfect ;malogy, but it's about as close as,anyone's going to
get, because House ofLeaves is a novel that defies easy description, categorization or genre.
stereotypes.
. In order to provide clarityl , a brief synopsis of the plot(s) is in order. House ojLewes
.
.
.
.
,revolves around the n.onexistent film d.ocumentary,The Navids.on Record, an account .of a family
.

.

.

'

.

'

.

-,

-

llJ1er dimensi.ons are impossibly larger than its .outward

wh.o disc.overs tl!at their house�s i
dimensi.ons.�The man of the

hOllse, Pulitzer-Prize-winning ph.otographer Will Navids.on, decides

·
. t.o expl.ore
the dark hallways that have appeared bey.ond a d.o.or
in the livin g ro.om With.a team of
.
.
�

cxpert spelunkers; the narrative c.ontinues .on �m

tJ,!ere t.odoc�ment their findings and the

2
tragedies that befall them. The man writing this n.onexistent aCc.ount .of it ficti.ona d.ocumentary

t

I
2

As.muc/l as is possible fur a text of this nature
And commenting on it with'mu)(-critical analysis in thorough footnotes
Page II

is a blind genius nam�d Zampano1, who is dead throughout the novel and .only represented by
secondary or tertiary accounts,or through his graphomaniac scribbling. Represented as both a
complementary and competipg narrative is the tale, in 'footnotes, of the twenty-something tattoo
artist and former poet, Johnny Truant,who discovers the story and pieces it together. He edits it
and comments upon Zainpano's footnotes in his spare'time until the project co�sullles both him
. and his sanity, Finally� the manuscript falls into the hands of The Editors, a mysterious bunch.
who pop up now and again to decipher Johnny's digressions in yet another typeface and compile
together various appendices and an index,4 including letters from Johnny's institutionalized
mother, fragments of Zampano:s other writings, Relican Roems, and evidence supporting or
denying the existence ofthe

House.

'fhe uniting feature of all three narratives5 is an obsession �ith the

House on .Ash Tr�e Lane6,

manifested in various ways as the characters in question7 become hypnotized by its dark depthS.

,

'

. You see, there is nothing8 there. And in that absence is an espeCially potent, almost violent kind
of presence. And the things that
center of the text and the

Danielewski's charscters do to fill that essential void at the

House, their shouting, overlapping one another in their eagerness to be

heard, is the subject of my particular interest in this text. Or, at least,
a particular interest. As
'
�

\

Johnny Truant says, "so many voices. Not that Pm unfamiliar with voices. A rattle of opinion,
need and compulsion but masking what?" (Oanielewski 365), a question that is answered
later in
.
.
I

the text in sinister fashion, like so: masking, as it turns out"horror. Emptiness. A void so
"Which immediately poses the problem- ifhe cannot see, how
could he have -written such a reading ofthis film in
.
his head which relies so heavily on visual cues? .

4

All ';fwhich interact with and comment upon all three narratives

, other than, as you may have noticed.from this paper, the,word .'hollse· ahllays being written in blue font, possibly

as a kind ofhyperlink, a promise ofescape from the labyrinthine corridors that remains, as it must, unfulfilled
6
7
S

That is. the Navidson house and the
And the reader himlherself

House within it

'

;

,

'-

,

Or perhaps I should say, Nothing

Rage 12

,

.

.

staggering it becomes a nihilistic presence, unBeing devouring everything with which it comes
into contact,attempting to wipe itself out of and. disprove itS own existence.
Naturally, ifone wishes to discuss absence, nothingness, the ufier lack of mearling that
.

.

-

somehQw makes meaning, one must discuss nihilism, and to discuss nihilism, one must discuss
Nietzsche.9 Arguably the founder of the nihilist philosophy, Nietzsche's nihilism is active in the
.. sense that by rejecting

� rejection, he cancels outthe negativityinherent in a ludeo7Ghristian

societ)' and man is left.fiee. The "metaphysical \'Cligious tradition" forces man to,fenounce.and ..
repress "his instincts, his impulses, his emotions" (Daigle 198), and it therefore renounces part of
what it meansto be human, the experience of the senses. ]\lietzche's nihilism mandates the
killing of God as a first step, but to take on His muider is a heavy responsibility: without him, the
entire metaphysical religious system collapses and man must build new f?undations of .
significance from which to construct meaning. "In the metaphysical-religious. tradition, God is.
the guarantor of the whole system and ifone rejects God, the system is left without a foundation"
(Daigle
,

198). Man has. been, abandoned in the absence
of or death of God, and there is no one to
,;

answer the most pressing question: what' is the meaning of life? Therefore, Nietzsche's atheist
nihilism"may result in man not finding meaning anywhere" 10 (Daigle 199) with the most
obvious answer out of commission. "One interpretation has collapsed; but because it Nl'as
considered the interpretation it now seems as ifthere was rio meaning at all il).existence, as if
everything were in vain" (Daigle 200): It is at iliis juncture of impossible reality with the comfort
.

of e1'pectatitms that we meet the Navidsons, struggling to first disprove and then come to terms

See attached nOleclrrd�

,
,
"This is not for you," JohlU1Y tru!l11! says in the dedication to the text,
. and I reiterate- no,
. . it's not. For me, either.
Then what/who am I doing this for?
If! knew the answer!o that one, do you think I'd be talking to myself i!, foolnotes? Call it whim.
9

10
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with the fact that. their house is a structural impossibility. It literally defies the laws of the
univers�. Because this interpretation, "houses will be larger outside than inside"; was the only
.

,

.

one to which' they had been exposed,now nothing makes �nse andKaren must struggle with her
. pointless Feng Shui fn'Order to cope.
.

;

Sarfre, 'as the heir to Nietzsch�'s theories, also propose atheistiC nihilism as the answer

�

to the "alienating ��ture of the m taphysical-religious traditi�n"(Daigle
.

.

.

\

'

1'99), b�t unlike' his
"

predecessor, finds the system already, in ruins arid can "adopt a more paSsive attitude" (199).
.

.

.

In hisjdea of the world,a person must realize
that she creates both the world
an
.. d her o� reality
' .
'"
.
,

and accept �sponsibiIity for it: "consciousnes�creates the w�rld arid itself; gives meaning to
<

•

•

.

.

•

Being and accomplishes its. duty, its mission �frep]acing the delld God as meaning-provider. ]n
,
,

creating the world through action, conssiousness gives meaning to belng and saves it from
absurdity and being nonsensical"(Daigle 2(2).

.

\.

"

In short, Nietzsche first suggest�d killing God,but realized that there would be a period
oftransition in which humans would flounder for a.new way of making
meaning,
once deprived
.
' .
"

.
.
- '
of the presence of a deity to make itfor them. Sartre expanded on this theory and placed the
"

(

· responsibility of tuming the chao�and absurdity of tpe world into someth'ing with purpose
j

·

squarely on the individual's shoulders.'Unfortunately for the Navidsons,their home provides no

·

easy answers,nor any concrete answers at aU, onlylnorequestions.
Heidegger,Foucault and Dreyfus "then take up the mantle of nihilism and transform it into '
.

.

something having to do with technology,postmod�rnism and the internet. For Heidegger,
'''technology's essence is nothing.tecbnoiogicai" (Heidegger,

i977, p. 4).

It goes b�ck, in fact,to

AncientG�eek culture. While modern physical science began in the I in century and machinic
'
technology(as an application of 'pure science') began in the 18th century, the idea of''techne''
Page 14

"relates not only to the activities and skills of the artisaq,but 'also to the arts of the mind and ,fine
,

, arts.

,

-

J

Techne is a word Ii�ked to
episteme. It is a form of knowing iuthe widest
sense " (Peters 4).".
,
'

However,
technology in its current fOIm "is. a mode .of�vealing," (Heidegger,1977,p.13)
.
tefl\led 'en:f'rluning�,which forces mankind to view the world through only one limiting,
'ordering' lens. It ';'endangcrs 'man' in his relationsllip to himself and to everything that exists. Its
destiny is. to banish humankind into a kincfof revealing which is an ordering and where this

•

ordering holds sway, it drives out every other possibility of revealing" (p. 27). Danielewski is
"

"

""

,

,

J

'wary of this encroaclling paradigm to the extent thilt he wrote out the entire novel on paper with
.

.

a pen; and that.he insists that he will never sell �ovie rights to th� book. He wishes it to remain
. in one static (but not truly, as he prbves) medium.
,

Meanwhile, Foucal!lt focuses on �iscussiilg how technology. has always been a part bf
human culture and critic!;!i to self"formation and exploration. There are four major types of
technology:
. "technologies of prbduction; technologies of signs systems; technologies of power; and
. technologi�s ofthe self,which permit individuals to effect ...operations on their own
.
.

bbdies and souls, thoughts,�conduct and way of being,so as to transform thimiselves in .
order to attain a certain state ofhappiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality."
(Foucault, 1988,p. 18) .
Next, Dreyfus
. takes a post-Nietzschean stance outhe internet.. the body and where
.
. technology i; at crossroadsH �ith the ,two.

JJ

And cross puiposes

PagelS

·

"As long as we continue to. affirm our bodies, tbe Net can be useful to us in spite of its

,

tendency to offer the worst of a series of asymmetric trade-offs: economy over efficienc�
in education, the virtual o'(er tbe real in our relation to tbings and people: and anonymity
, over commitment in our lives. But, in using it,'we have to remember that our culture has
already fallen twice for the Platonic/Christian temptation to try to get ,rid of out
vulnerable bodies, and has ended in nihilism. This time around we must resist this
temptation and affirm ombodies, not in spite of their finitude and vulnerability, but
bllCause, without our bodies, as Nietzsche saw, we would be literally notbing" (Dreyfus,
20'01, pp.I06-7).
The body, in short, is quite, literally everything. Witboutit, we lose "tbe SOllrce of our sense of
I

our grip on reality" (Dreyfus,2001 p. 107). Therefore, histbe
,
technological enframing of beipg stands at the door. It contains botb the ciMgel' and the saving
power. If we allow it to transcend tbe limits of tbe body,we will also allow it to remove, forget,
j

"

,

or separate us from our moods,our cultural location and belongingness, our finitude and .
,
vulnerability, our animality tbat helps comprise our linguistic and cultural identities, and also tbe
meaning we give our lives.
, By leaving th,e body behind,we will succumb to tbe same nihilistic

,

impulses in oUr culture tbat beg�' witb Piatonismand was repeated by ChristianitY" (peters 7);
The uncanny,tbat feeling of bodilessness,of being in dangerous limbo, plays a large role in tbe
suspenselhorror-movie aspect of the novel, and so, not to discuss two major tbeorists on the
uncanny and the way their contr�dictory ideas come to parallel fruition in tbe main and auxiliary
stories would be neglectful. JentSch says, regarding tbe W'!canny,that it is an effect caused by
sometbing new or unknown,whereas Freud argues that it is jU,st the opposite, the repressed

Page 16

skeletons in our metaphorical closet that "everything that should have remained secret and
concealed,and nonetheless [!lave1 come to light" �uddenly �d without warning. In House of
Leaves, the "intellectual uncertainty" .of not being able to explain the bizarre phenomena taking
.

.

'

place in the house. while �ever completely abandoned (the "explorations" the men head are, after

,

�

'

,

�

"

all, an effort to "know" the hOllse),it is a familiar horror that ultimately usurps the Jentschian
•

uncanny. Often,this intellectual uncertainty is recreated by an author wh� hides the laws by
which hislher story operates from thereader, whereas in Danielewski's text, the hQus� merely
, ,defies reality as we know it in order to become realto tqe reader/charac�er. The combined �ffect
,

,

,

.

'

.

.

is one of which Poe opines,"this place feels so unfamiliar and yet I know it wellI.I think I used
, to ,belong here but the only way lean tell/ is" that I miss you still and I cannot find YOll here" (Poe,
_

.

,

.

SpanishDoll)12. It is a house in which one can never be fully at home, defined bY,its absences.
';RiddlingI3 is an offshoot of reading callillg to mind tl1e participatory nahire ofthat act-.to
interpret- which is all the adultl4 world has left when faced with the unsolvable" (Danielewski
33).

Interpretation, then, is critical to making meaning out of life, and art. Thus,the more
.

one's m�ing-making,the better. That/s, at IClllit. the Flux
media one can incorporate into
.
'

I

-

.

"

,

.

"

.

_

.artist's stance. As a main and significant movement in what would become/was tJecomingihad
iis remarkable
inclusion of
become performance art, Fluxus is/was/will be notable for
,
,
ITiultjmedia or "intermedia!., which by this point in history
pop culture has readily �,mbraced, but
,

the formal art world has yet to fully as:cept. Its relationship with objects has shaped punk music
12

The song goes on to mention a Spanish Doll, presumably the one given to Daisy
in the text; yet another way in
'

. which a source outside the novel parallels it, or. dare I say, echoes it?
'13 Why is a raven like.awriting desk?

'

14 What do children have as recourse that adults do not? Acceptailce?

Page 17

culture, with the smashing of guitars on stage IS arid the destroying of vall!able works of art or
rare

books as a performance. While fiuxus, by its,verynature and name, has no set explanation

or definition, it was and rerh� ins a group ofexperimental artists who got together from around
the world in the 60s and 70s and mucked about with the idea of multimedia performanc�,and
.

.

,

that anything can be art, an experience can be art. As a briefsynopsis ofthe history of Fluxus,
.
�have a non-answer:'
,

'
.

f

,

"

"

'

"

''MostFluxus artists all over the world were doing Fluxus-like work before there was
.

.

something called Fluxus. So if you were in Denmark, you learned this through Eric
.

,

Andersen and his experience of Bewogen Beweging, or "Moving Movement," whiCh was
an historic kinetic art show from the 19605. If you were in Germany, you found it among·
the students of Karlheinz Stockhausen and the Dartnstadt circle-who were talking about
serialism and experimental musical structure in a way that a studentof Cage never would.
I'

If you're talking to one of the Japanese Fluxus artists, there's a good chanc,! they met at
.

.

the University of Tokyo, and baa some relationship to Group Oqgaku, which Was another
.. experimental musical group. Most of these scenes had some conn�ction to music: some
of the artists were training to be involved in music profession�ny,although most of them
.

,

were actually discovering music as !ill "other�'--a structure or practi�e distinct from forms
lTjore traditional to. the art world, such 'as painting�' (from an interview with the daughter
.

.

of Dick Higgins; predominant Fluxus artist and ,theorist).

And we cannot yscape from Heidegger, who has noted .that in handling objects, those
,

"

. objects reveal themselves to us: Additionally, and re\evantfor my proje<;t, one's experience with
.

-

an object
I'

.

i�not always necessarily a happy one. The
installment in
. Ay-O boxes were a Fluxus
.
,

Now a trope in itself "

pagelS

,

which the audience stuck their fingers into a box with a hole in it and the box was full of pins, or
.

,

rusty razor blades, or something equally distressing. Ontological truth, unfashionable as it now
may be, was explored in detailed in the Fluxus movement, in addition to the sense that "there's
some level just above that reality... where you touch something and it touches you back, or you
.

.

break something and it's'broken in terms of your own body,'and your own self." And for me, at
least, the mOst interesting piece of this process is that of the relationship oftile performer to the
�

"

"

performance, the bod'y in peril, as it Were, as spoken of in this excerpt below, about a Dick
Higgins piece entitled "Danger Music no. 17":

"The sco:l-e fot that piece reads: "Scream! Scream! Scream! Scream! Scream! Scream!" And the
way it's conventionally performed.is: you scream as loud as you can until you pretty much lose
your voice. I actually did it last week in Amsterdam--twice in one night--and my throat hurt for
I 0 day�. But Iremember coming down the stairs when I was about 4, and there was a group of
people in our living ropm. I came around the corner just as my father stal6rted the piece, and it
was like watching a
was existential. It
sawed in naif. Children
parent being
actresses must
of actors.and
profoundly--you know,
experience this .
intellectmiUevel, that
at a child's
performance, yet it's
this is a .
situation. It's a really
your parent in this
combination of the real
strange
remember feeljng like I
and the not-real. I
was in a tunnel
with a light at the end
of it, and all I .
could see was his face
boring into me.
Similarly, when I was
about II Of 12,1
was with my mother in
Canada, and at
:. that time she was
working with
burning plastic, using
these very large
vertical sheets maybe
70 f�et high. The
concept relates to her
was this 8,foot-tall
big book, which
environments she made
book of
,
in I 968-- pop-up you could walk from page to page. Well, shenad this freestanding "page" she
.

Although I run the risk of pedantries here, this particular formatting constraint is used inthe novel ijselfto disrupt,
distort and otherwise play with the notions ofbook-as-ilouse,. text-as-object, and the colors black and blue are used
throughout the chapler in question.
,6
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,

was cutting with a blowtorch, and then she would very rapidly separate the two pieces of burning
plastic with her hand. And her hand ignited. I remember sitting in the audience thinking, "Oh
shit! !'vfy mother's onfire!" But then she put it out on her clqthes, and continued with the
performance. I sat there in a panic, while the rest of the audiellce went on to watch the piece,
figuring she probably hadn't seriously nurt herself. Well, she had third-degree bums--the plastic
Ilad adhered to her skin, and she still has a white line down her ann. So there are those extremely
strange moments, which any child ofa really invested creative professional gets. Maybe that's
the difference between being the child of someone who designs books, and being the child lof
SOmeone who's in performance--the performer's whole body is in it, and at that point, as a child,
you're no Jonger connected to that body. Most' kids probably never experience that level of
,
alienation from 'the pan�ntal body: It's so strange. For the last 20 years of his life, my father made
paintings. And while he was very absorbed when he was painting, it was more about a
,
connection to the object he was working on, which is a different gestalt. You.Can li,0me in and
interrupt that relationship. You can't interrupt the relationship between a person and a body that's
on fire, or a body that's screaming at the top of its lungs. And all the Fluxus kids have that kind
of story, to different degrees."

In' speaking ofhorrifying stories, we are drawn back to the ominoiis, -sentient
nature or"
I
.
.

-

.

.

the text itself, the beast residing within it� pages: "its resolute blackness was capable of anything,
maybe even of slashing out, tearing up the floor, murdering Za'mpano , murdering us, maybe
even murdering you" (D ix). The urgency is such that before it is too late, Johnny is compelled to
.

,

,

finish the deadman's project, bind the book together ilnd bury it, take away its power, kill the
monster inside it. And so, the first intimation of a beast makes its appearance known, not only in
.

,

,

the pages on the floor, but when Johnny Truantnotes the claw m!lfks in the floor of Zampano' s
.

/

apartment, as ifsomething had dragged him away. But such a possibility is beyond Johnny's
'
imagining at th!\t point, and it doesn't bear thinking about, and so he tucks it away in the back of
his mind where the idea festers and grows, until... but I'm getting ahead of myself. The first soft
scratching of paranoia at the door officially appear in the Holloway Tape on page five, where
Holloway opilles in a mantra of desperate self-identifica�ion, "Holloway Roberts. Menomonie,

Page 110

Wisconsin. I'm not17 alone here. I'm not aloneI8!,(Danielewski 5). The faux-critics that have
,analyzed the NavidsonRecord are firm in their convic�ion that "of course there's a beast! And I
assure you, our belief or disbelief makes very Iittie difference to that thing!" (D 3:35): The fact of
the matter
is that whether
or not you believe, whether or notthe growl exists, is a figment of a
I ,
'
\

\

collective imagination, is attached toa creature or is something f� more insidious and �inister�
,
335)-'--i t makes no difference. Your,
"a creature-darkness few call accept as pu� [] ,absence"(D
,
.

opinion does not matter h�re. Documentation alone holds sway, and even that is subject to th�
, laws unto themselves of the haIIways:
': It is no great coincidence,then that eventually someone with a camera and a zest for the
,

,

'

,

'

I

\

,

,

"

_

dangerous, would show up at thisMead Hall and confront the terror at the door"(D 21).. And that
man, of course, is Navidson"who despite aU warnings to th� contfary,blithely resolves with
Pandora-like stubborn curiosity, an Alice \Vho
will ,not be, denied his bleak Wonderland
where
"
"
.

.

'

the wonder is from the lack of substance, to explore that terrible darl>ness, camera in hand. Now,

t\1e faux-s�holarly critique e �bedded in the narrative /lfgueithat the House, "permanently
foreign" (167), inevitably bores us, becauSe "boredom is really a ps�chic defense protecting us
/

from ourselves, from' complete paralysis, by repressing, among other things, the meaning of that
place, which in this caSe is and always,has been horror" (D 167).
This horror reasserts itself at various. points
in the teli!, the main vehicle for it lJeing the inside of
.
/

.

JohnnyTruant's head, and he is so sucked in by the beast of the shadows ,that when his mind �
I

,

But he is alone, completely and utierly, in tile heart of his own inner darkness from which he ;"'ill no! escape alive.
" One might speCUlate th.! the ruse of. monster to pursue isjust his invention to keep himself from
' going mad, an
attempt th,!! both fails and ends tragiCally.
17

"

'
Or, as Poe o aptly puts it inner song Hey Pretty, "I see a stairway so I follow i! do
into th. belly of a whale
where my secrets echo all' aroundll can't forget I am a sole architect, I built the shadows here,l boilt the gfowlin'
voice ! fear�. Whale" in this lyric probably denotes the Whalestone Institut� where Pelefina waS held captive.
IS

�

�

Page I I I

aI's like a twig under the weight of his task, under the weight of the manuscript that has'
" consumed him, he' repeats,i� an eerie echo of the scholar's assessment, thosew(jrds: "no place
, can keep me from this. Can't even keel' you. I let it stretch inside me like an endless hallway.
,

And then I open the doo�. Of cou�se I'm not afraid. Why should'Ibe? What disturbs the sleep of
everyone in this,hotel19 -,- iii' and always has been me" (D�ielewski 493-95, emphasis mine).
.

'

g

The best argumentJor the House. for the beast, for any of it (all of it? None or it?) bein true; is
the low-budgetfilmmaking of the Navidson Record, the "absolute ,unaffordability
of fiction.
'
.

s it would appear that the ghost haunting the Navidson Record, continually banging against
Thu
,
.

.

, door, is none other than the rec�ingthreat of its awn J;eaJity" (Danielewski 14<}); ,a reaJity
that is untenable for human sanity, or indeed fur life itself. 'The, true horror of the beast-not�
,
,
'
�
\
'
o
beasr is not what it could be, but what We make of it"and that which it brings out in ourselves.,
�

Truanthas trouble distinguishing, in Zampano's manuscript,
whether or not the beast is an
,
.

outside preserice at all, as in his editing ofthe text,he changes this language: "What comes for
those who are never seen again has come 'from (according to Zampano, or 'for', according to
Johnny Truant's edit) [Jed]" (Danielewski 151).. This is problem,atic on many levels,not only
because he's tampering with the' text, but also because "from" versus "for" makes a huge
difference: in one,Jed is the perpetrator of his own end, in the other, a hapless victim of the

�

gh" (Poe, Contra!),

boogeyman. If the roar is the "growl in [his1 belly [he:sJ scared to l t throu
.

that is infinitely more terrifying than if it carne from an outside, source,and not just because of its

19 Asylum?

20

There have

,

been many portrayals and perSonifications of death in literature thro�ghciut history, nol all of them

appearing as a skeletal figure with

a

scythe, Some versions even er�ticizeJromanticize t1!e concept, couching fear of

the unknown in tenus of desire. In HOllse ofLeaves;bowever, the questiomible beast serves as antithesis to all these
attempts to grapple with, access or otherwise understand this forCe so hostile to human survival. The growl only
.
hushes when

Page 112

"

implications about Jed's enonnous appetite21• The

House truly forces its inhabitants to

acknowledge the full horroLof the self, the heart's "constant hunger for whatever it is it wants!
'
tbe way it stops and stsrts" (Poe, Terrified Heart). The growl, tben, is botb a signifier for tbe
terror ofthe

and self, and oddly comforting because it is something, however irrational, to

be afraid of. There is still sound, which promises22 shape. The growl is tbat which humanity
. cannot. voice, the primal fear under the surface tbat has no words. To compensate for tbeir
..
.
a
inability to spe k of this thing tbat matters most, the charaeters clamor to babble about
everything,
the page, overwhelming tbe reader, all sound and fury
.
. anything else, smotbering
.
signifYing notbing.

"

An)rthing,but empty, all these bits of paper, all tbese voices, and yet, is it possible for a

y

text oftbis size to ultimately have nothing to say? Or ratber, it sa s so much23 about n�thing, it is
a treatise on nothing and nothingness and the tbings humans do to keep it at 'bay. It also

.

"

addresses how they react or cope'when tbeir defenses fail. Perhaps only Pelafina and/orJohnny
'(tbe same entity, two faces.- mother and son of
- language. and madness) ever fully embrace/s
'

darkness, ,close as �.Iover, as your own skin, as god. This dark, the House's dark, is womb-like
purity, purging humans of all tbeir defenses, th�ll()usc-keeper sweeping humanity under the rug,
older than time or God- or like Navidson says, perhaps the HOllse is God? If so, it is a deeply
unforgiving deity.

,

"

"1

/

'

\

.

- Ms. Waltman seems incapable of making jokes in good taste. Let alone funny ones .
The Editors

•

22 But never delivers
23

Much Ado' About Nothing? .
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.In this unforgiving darkness, the absolute d�kness of the
denial or rationalization: " that. faceless black

HOllse, there is no room for.

iffmany myths incarnate" (Danielewski 337).

The

.

nameless, labyrinthine hallways is alwayslurking at
blank space both on the pag.,: and in those
.
I

.

the back of the narrative,�Johnny Truant's paranoia about it expresses itself early on in the text as
.

"something'! am.unable to see. Waiting. I'm arraid. It is hungry. It is immortal. Worse, it knows
'

.

,

•

t

/

�

nothing of whim" (D!Il\ielewski 79); and when his panic attackS begin to rise up and strangle him
with their monstrous shado�\ he knows that "here then,was the darker side �fwhim" (D 150).
Whim itself seems to play a large role in the text, orderi�g (or not) the pages as "endless
, snarls of words, sometimes twisting into meaning, sometilnesinto nothing at all, frequently
breaking apart, always branching off into other pieces I'd come across later- on old napkins, the
W

.

"

•

tattered edges of an envelope, once even on the back of a postage s�p, everything and anything
but empty ... " (D xvii). The text talks to itself, for lack of a better word, aU the time. Something"
Johnny Truant says will later be repeated by the Navidsol\ Record2s, or a bit of a Poe song will
appear in the novel as an epigraph.
On page 518, Johnny apologizes for his abandonment of his project: "Just as you have
swept through me. Just as I now sweep through you. I'm sorry, I have nothing left. Except this
'
story." Then, in the final words of the last paragraph of the narrative, ''darkness sweeps in like a
,

�

\

hand" (D 528) to have the last say. In this way, "hauntings," literary and otherwise, and echoes,
fill the pages with clamoring voices, all shouting over each other to be heard, babbling in many

iues to fill the void at.the center of the text. "In an effort to limit confusion," the Editors say,

ton

. somewhat ironically, "we have never actually
met' Mr. Truant" (D 4). But the mere fact that they
.
.

.

-

2' [ J! did have claws, they were made of shadow and ifit did have le[jtb, they were made of darkness"

(D 338).

Which Zampano could not have done on purpose, since Johnny's edits were written after he finished the
manuscript, unless Zampanols Johnny is Danielewski
25

�

,

'
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exist to correct his corl'ections, whether they have interacted with him or not, creates still more
confusion. Furthermo;e, the editors engage in a very active reading of the text, so much so that
they begin to meddle with it themselves, as exemplified v.:hen Johnny works his personal life, into

d

ZartIpan9'S mutative: "Is it just c6Jn�idenceihat this col water pnidicarhent of mine alsq:appears in this chapier? Not at all. Zarnpano only wrote 'hea�er'. The word 'water' back there- I

:'

'

,

added that. Now therels an admission, eh? Hey, not fair, you cry. Hey, fuck you, I say'? (0 16).
,

\

Later, Johnny intrudes again to reformat the very universe now ( how he has progressed from
water heatersl), when Zampano's "infinite destiny" becomes"thanks to !Johnny, "infinite d�nsity"

(373).
But someone has clearly been tampering with the text, and not just Johnny with his water
heaters--someone who set Pelafina's letters in expressionistic typeface, someone who coded her
words to converse with a man she's never met, of whose existence she cannot possibly be aware,
•

,_

.

I

save by authorial intrusion of the most jarring sort. Even the novel's companion album cannot
,

escape these hauntings of meaning layered atop each qther, andPoe,cannot resist coimecting
more dots �at link impossible connections in her song Dear Johnny: "Johnny dear don't be
me to the blind man who / lost you in his
afraid I I will keep your secret safe / bring
.
I

holtse of
.

blue" (Poe). This snippet provides a clue or, if you will, another way into the text, by hinting at
,

6

the, relationship between
Pelafina and. ,'Zanipan 26 th�t is also alluded to in one ofPelafina's
,
\

coded messages which asks, when deciphered, "�y dear Zarnpano who did you lose?" (615).
,

The answer, of course, provided elsewhere by Zarnpano in one of his notes� a son. Johnny takes
,

on that role, as Zampano's inheritor and son, by cataloguing, burying his book, making it only a
book.
'·
She knows of his existence, even though,
unless she and he or s\1e and Johnny are the same individual. this would
.
present a logical impossibility

Page 115

'But it 'is never only a book, in content or in style. The words on the page almost always '.
mirror, in format or lack thereof, what is happening either for the reader or the characters
(reader-as-character?27). The.text takes on properties of ascent and-descent, the layout mirroring
,

'

'

i'

,

"

a ladder when Navidson climbs, then echoing the.
.

'

.

'
skittering off the page altogether and leaving the blank white spac� to its own devices. When, in
the narrative, Navidson's rope breaks, it is echoed by two pages upon which, amidst �hite
silence, appear the letters

"G!ll-" (D 294) "-a:" (D 295):

Even the footnotes,the paratext, get i n on the action- beginning on pages114 and 115,
they start to loop around each other in labyrinthine form, referencing both.each other and·
footnotes that simply don't exist. They don't just go forward in numerical order, but also
.

.

.

backward, after turning upside down and sideways on the page (beginning on 146). They bury
themselves inside other footnotes just for spite, and transform thctext into a living paradox.
when, iOn Appendix II E, Pelcfina Lievre tells her son Johnny to mark the bottom right hand
.

,

comer of his next letter with a check mark to indicate that he received her coded message, the .
_

check mar� actually appears, but back on page .97 within tne Navidson Record, sandwiched next· .
to a footnote.

+
27

A subjecUackled alsome length in b.9!b Reader-ReSponse !beory and presentation of performance with !be .
Brechtian-Artaudian .eSthetic, Whereas !be former focuses more on !be ca!bartic response of !be audience to !be
performance andlor text and what they bring to itin temis of experience, memory and prior judgment, !be latter
engages the audience on a more visceral (less intellectual, although it would be unfair to say that !bese !beories of
performance hav� 1)0 academic component, since they are routinely studied in classrooms and universities all over
the western hemisphel)'- al!bough, of course, !be me!bodology of such engagement wi!b !beir theories ismrely
practical, particularly in a lecture-format setting, and as such negates the audience engagement for which !be
theorists in question had hoped) level, forcing !be receptor out of hislher conifortzone and into a space wherein he
or she may not reel entirely sare or engaged (because .ali'mation is another technique utilized in such performances,
and ,this text, wherein Danielewski forces the ,reader to view !be text as an object and caUs into question the
nspoken laws of engagement wi!b a novel as a physical, !bree-dimensional force exerting itself upon its consumers)
'w
i
t
h
t
h
e
p
e
r
f
o
r
m
a
'n
c
e'
\
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i

�

Johnny's digt�ssions28 also frustrate the reader and compl cate th process of making
sense out of the novel- herambles on about Thumper, his, Stripper, for paragraphs at a time pn
page 53, and then tells th� reader that he or she can ignore that last paragraph if it doesn't apply,
'

,

but having already �d past Jt, the digression becomes impossible to ignore onkip: The Editors,
helpful as always, note his decline to comment on that particular section.
Furthermore,
his
.
'
,'"
\

-

,

footnotes, most of which are diug:'addled, filled with halHruths and lies, are often used to drown
out'his own inner'madness andlor darkness. As Poesays, "I builtthe growling voice I fear" - and
.

,

.

.

.

.

"

.

,

if the novel is irideed built and cc)flstructed like a.llOuse, then the only floor not haunted by fear
of the dark, the emptiness.thehotlse represents, is theiattic where The Editors live, secure in their
'

,

knowledge that Johnny is crazy, they will never have to actually interactwith him, and that t he
appendices- of a distUrbed mind.
entire novel is ail academic case study- as evidenced by the
,
J

.

"

But 110m OUl qllvilegeb qoaition sa lesbela )01 in trila osae, qelrisqa not
ao qllvilegeb(.we .>lnow tris! LOrif1n,{la beaosnbing, not ,into msbneaa, dut into
,trie asme bElFi odaeaaion witri trie

,lC'Ue'",

trisi gllqqeb Ssmqsno 8nQ

II1svlbaon. Aa It now gllqa ua: Me, oelisiniy, oonalbeling tria aud[eot aT trila
riorlOla leaeslori qlo[eoi, iriougri I b lixe to frilnFi my int91eaj la sosbemio
inaiesb OT dc!aea€\lve. But frist a lesliy trie pU9atipn; ian tlt<;' Wrie19 osn you
.

line detween sosbemis snb qelaonsl
Inteleaj, detween qelaonsl
blSW
.trie
.
.
.
.

Inte:eat snb ,odaeaalon; detween od8EJaalon snb Lorinny a aqilsl Into

;

bsi>ineaa'i' <=Joeta. wlltela, s1:tia a, tria\[ sllat18bble triS! line

aome 01 triem,

Ii>le asmuel Oolellbg9, tsll 110m triel) q910ri snb aee>l oriemiosl lelesae h
am trie wo,ba dullblng Inaibe triem trislaomeriow triey osnnot qui to •
qsqel, blowning in blesma )muori Ii>le Lorinny, s tQ1tuleb qoet wrio nevel

23

Is it th� peifumefrom a dress that makes me so digress?
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w,ijss s lins, unless L,orinn\, ia Ssmqsno is !I1svibson, in wriiori osas iris
Cjsliosnseqoema B1S Tull or w01ba, lull oT mssnlng, dut ms>ling jrisj saaumqtion

·

ia qS1rlsqa unwi8e. 8sHEn jo 8S\, irisj sll nSl1sio18 '£>1S oonne01sb, iris RU88isn
ne<'l'ting boIl8B1S tuaeb tOgSjrj91 snb onl\, asmsn iioa bsn betinijivel\{ as\{
wrieiriel jrie\{Sle one 01 mSn\{Ol
liea jo

e

qlmldu8 unirri."

wriile oiriela 1ell 8iOliea

rielq ]jrism[ loo>l SWS\{.

aj01iea jo qloieoj oUlaelvea

)Osnielewa>li
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There is supreme skepticism about the possibility of mUltiple versions of the text, and in a
.. critical analysis in 2005, one commentator questions the existence of such "editions";

i

A Pelican is both a bird and a publishing companY subs diary. The word Pelican has three syllables. broken up
like so: "pel-i-can" , emphasis on the first syllable. When viewed from the Latinate root, prefix.and.suffix in this
manner, one can see tharthe phrase "I can" appears in "pelican", giving the word connotations of both hopeahd
determination.
- Lyonesse. G.A. The Little Bird that Could. Pelican Publishing, NY: 2004.

·29

'

\

30

�

D,ut l:rom our privilegc(1 position as readers (or in this case, perhaps not so pri ilegcd). we 'know thaCrJQhnny is

descending, not in1;o madness, but into the same dark obsession with the

that gripped Zumpano

awl Navidson,

As

it nQW gtips us, Me, certainly. cons,idering the subject of this honors research project', though l' d like to think my
interest I:; academic instead of obsessive. But' that's really th; Ql1cstion, isn't it? Where can you draw the line

between academia and personal interest. between personal interest and obs(msion, between obsession and Johnny's

spiral into darkness? Poets., writers. artists, they all straddle that line'·' fiome of them, like Samuel :Coleridge.

fall from 'their perch 'and seek chemical'release f om the words buifding )nside them thl't somehow they cllrmot put to
�
paper, drowning. in dreapls (much like 'Johnny, a tortured poet who never writes a line. unless Johnny IS Zumpano is

Navidson. in which case the Pelican'" poems are full of words, full 'of meaning. but making that 'assumption is perhaps

unwise. Better losay that all narrators are,connected, the Russian nesting dolls are fused together ?-nd,pnly
semantics can definitively say whether they, are one or many or
"help (them] look ,I.1Wlly;. But I guess that j s nothing new,

�.

e

pluribus ualm).

while others tell stories-lies--to

We all' C;feate stories to protect ourselves"

{Danielewski
.,
.

Page 118

"There is, if one can trust even the copyright page of a text such as this, an :'incomplete"
edition (which may be the original, and no longer available, internet edition) in which
there is no color in the text 'and the appendices are missing; a "black & white" edition (the
, version publish�d in Europe and used throughout this essay); two "2-color" editions, a
�ersion in which

"house" appears in blue and a version in which !'minotalll''' and ffiH**

pa:;,;a;;es appear in red; and, finally, a speculative "full-color" edition in which "house"

appears in blue and':minotaur" and sflJ
! €'lk-fJ,aS;,aE�esare
struck line in chapter 21 appearing in purple, and braille and color plates (this exists only
,in Danielewski's collection, if at all)" (Slocombe 106"7). ,
Of course, in perfect black ironl1, 'the very fi.ill-�olor edition of which the critic speaks
disbelievingll2 is the edition with which I have worked and used �a basis forthis analysis:
.

- .

"

.

'

�

Thus, the speculation by previo s theorists that the full-color edition of the book i n()w have in
my hands dkl It?t ,exist at all, was just another red herring (or should I say

') by the

,author. So nothing can be confirmed as concrete or real, not the book I, hold or, then, me. I too
become part of the story. Add another floor to the

Zampano(?)lDanieIewski bui'lt. Even

less certain is that I have a complete work in my hands- in the online release, Johnny never
,encountered the band members who handed him Ii: cop, ofthe book he edited- is it a paradox? If

31

tfyou wish for a "clean", undllll].ged copy of the work in your hands or are allergic to this particular brand of
creativity, you may indicate your request by posting a letter to
Melanie Waltmllll,
.
313 A, Harriett Hall, Illinois Wesleyan Campus
'

201 &st Emerson St,
Bloomington, IL 61701
or, alternatively, check the. bOx.
32 lryo", r

�

with black and therefore cannot be checked. complaj ts can be sent to the
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box

. the boOk is treated as a finIshed and complete whole, then yes, but if it is continually changing its
.

,

own history, rewriting itself, then there are no paradoxes. There is no coincidence. There is no .
,
\
.
whim, only hundreds if hot thousands of Johnny Truant� annotating away, creating unique
.

"

"

�'

'

editions of the tilxt- and the book not only encourages such margin�writing, it demands it at times.
"

"

,

'

/

In the Whalestone letters you must tran�latePelefina' s code for yourself or be resigned to a lack
of knowledge- so mllllY paths one. can follow to read- flipping between appendix and Johnny,
'
"

\"

'

:

'

.

'

,

reading'the
central story of the House all the way through, reading front to back (a challenge
.
.
with all those footriotes), and what do you prioritlze? No two experiences will ever be alike, no
two people gloss the same way. Your associations are not mine.. Even
if we have. the same '
.
edition34 in our hands, we are not and will never be holding the same book .
. What this paradoxical reality proves, other than that Danielewski wishes to break the
brains of all who wish to look critically at his work, has yet to be seen, but it is an
i

incontrovertible fact that break us he does, at every tum, even in our mundan'e but pervasive
,

assumption that the pages of books are opaque. Or that there is a difference between .breaking the
fourth wall and creating impossibilities.within the frames with
. Navidson, lured back.to the deadly

which he .has set himself, as when

HO�lse for the last time, trapped in those "curmurring'walls

[that] still sing the song of our end'� (123), tum to the no�el in his possession: yes, you guessed it,
House of Leaves. He reads the novei in which he dwells; even as he bums the pages for light to'
read b):" the narrative consuming itself and him vyith it. Navidson returns to the siren song of the

�

voice to drown in the wordlessJS rriusic f his stanza, and t here is silence. �Ithough not for long.

34

The existence. of which is continually called into question

.

.

" ActuaiIy not wordless at all- his humming "Help" just goes to show that there is a Beatles song for every occasion.
Take that, Mick Jagger.-Hanis, X. "Counterculture CounterClockwise: A Brief History of Music in Subversive
Literature." OK Gone MUSic Magazine 89:1 (1999) 1 1-16.
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"I have nothing," Johnny says, and yet he does; there is always a story, even at the end36 of all
things. Even there, Navidson reads- the artistic and creative impulse is also destructive, self
immolating, except in this case, art rises from the ash37 that "spreads like pririter's ink over
everything, transforming each corner, closet and corridor into that awful dark" (345).
,

Then there i� the matter that, due to'not only the mUltiple editions floating around but

�ages, literary references to Shakespeare, the Bible, Rushdie, Borges'

also the variety of lan

Menard(Cervallte Don Quixote stunt, false annotations that are veiled allusions. to The
Wasleiancf8"and the multiple ways in which to "enter" the text, my reading will never be the
sam� !is yours. The book is by nature an intensely personal eKperience which calls, up very '.
individual aSsociations and indeed demands the reader scribble in the margins, decode the secret
.

language of madness19 and come to his or her own conclusions about the 40reality of Ash Tree
. Lane, and what it. means. In this way, it is very much like theatre: everyone goes to see the same
"

,

,

show and comes away having seen a different one than the person sitting riext to them. This
concept was very much in mind for the author while he was writing, and he notes that he end�d
up making "something akin to a vast literal tbeatre, one that the reader could use to project his or
her own histories and anxieties" (Danielewski 107), a three-character play t!Jat has something for
everyone who reads it. Danielewski
even confes�es to taking his 'structural influences not from
.
'�
.

\

.

other'experimental novels, which he never read, but from "the theater, especially Shakespeare,

l., Now she's channeling Sarnwise Garngee and Fredo Baggins? -The Editors
37 There

.

is aloo, evidently, a Dan Fogelberg 00119" fo!? every cccasion.
obliQUely referenced here.

"Like 11 Phoenix"

is

-The Pop Culture Editors
" A fictional article called "the Third Beside You" on page 42 in a footnote, which alludes to the Wasteland's "who
is that thi.rd beside you?" ,
.

39
40

And the secret madness aflanguage .
Un�
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who remains unrivaled in his ability to handle numerous narrative threads and 'cross-comrnenting
characters" (Dluiielewski 114).
The subject of theatre pops up several tjmes in the text, most pointedly in Torn's
" barricade4J·theatre" and his comedic rnonol?gues, both which he constructs in order to keep the

.

dark hallways at bay. Torn with his shadow puppetry, his h!Jrnorous stories- Torn is the artist
who creates being out of non-being, who turns the unknown looming darkness into Mr. Mo ster,
�
and..then turns Mr. Monster into a mockery of children's stories, which he kills with the
flashlight. At the end of the day, Torn's theatre/theatrics are a defense mechanism: he literally
barricades the door. Theatre is a step removed from reality, which he uses to keep the world, at
bayc j�st
like his alcoholism and his pot-smokjng, theatre is used
as a drug, as
a chemical . line of
.
.
.
•

'

.

I

"

'

defense, as Lude might say and Johnny might do. However, the H()lJs� cannot tolerate bei�g
sectioned off, and destroys both the barricade and Torn himself:. "the devouring of one theatre of
the absurd leads to another. And as is true in both cases, no amount of monologue, costume or
wit can defer the insistent gravity dftha! void. As theatre critic Tony K Rich onceremarked,
·"The only option is a quick exit stage left, and I'd also advise a mib to the airport," (D 343).

1�Zz;=z:zz:z
: :z.:z:z:7:zzzzzzzzzzzZ'Zr' ZZ77ZZ7ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZzzz:z.zzzzzzzz:z:zzz42
The "terrible thought" that has torn away Johnny's sanity, in addition to patience
.and wit, which he must " set a trap for" (Poe, Terrible Thought) lest it shred his mind further, is .

y

Somewhere beyond the barricade is there a world you long to see? When the beating of our heart echoes the
bealing of the drums, it is the future that we bring when tomorrow comes -'-US Miserables.

41

42 "rzz" is Hebrew, melmi�& "to t_ apart, to shatter" (I> 250), and this is wh.tZampano attem pts to do to his tex!

(the Jacob and Esau portions).while the shreds are salvaged and divided on the page with an "xiension of the
Hebrew root "rzz�'
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that of the anagram embedded in The M ",nln

. 0 1m he Truant.

Ultimately, he succumbs to his

obsession, resulting m the mortification, of his 'senses and his sense: "though l ean see, I walk in
total darkness. And thou�h I feel, I care even les� than I see. Surprised, really? Has nothing
prepared you for this? Here then atlong last is my darkness" (493-95). This is the.sectiOil in
which he turns into the vengeful figure of the House, murderous, ravenous, knbwing nothing of'
.

.

,

'.

.

. whim, encountering and embracing the dream in which he_ is the deformed monstrous son of

'
"

.

.

.

/

Minos and his utterly 10vely mothertimdeJ;ly hacks him to bits:
,
he madness of his mother and her house, as

John�ts::l!,arkness is also his m

I

ther day and I might have betrayed every

Poe com

���a her,

Illlrlllfle I have to keep a hold

novel, oe continues to e
the

ess doubt that anyo e can survive, Ie 10

use: "I wasn't sure ifI'm going to su ive this hSlrrorl no one

ne" (Poe, House ofLeaves), a quotaf n that��rr:
_

engagin the novel with the outside world, and-more
c--'o_'
sta

arne for Danielewski's sister, who salvaged th;;-e-"'�s 'ofthe short story, 'Redwood', _come the' seed for House ofLeave .
, The truth, hideous

e 'terrible thought" Zampano' fears he has written

down in his graphOmaniac blind scribbling, and so into this ever present darkness, it is
appropriate that we have a blind man as our guide. He knows it well but what he knows he
-

'

.

.

;

.

cannot share or will not tell- Orpheus was punished for looking back, perhaps Zampano's
. -

,

.

blindness is his curse for seeing that which humans cannot and survive? He was eventually taken
,

by the creature-darkness and the claw marks le� in the wood were evidence that he was in tune
Page 1 23

•

with. something the rest of the world could not acknowledge as real. The seers are always blind
in myiliology, Greek particularly- the thing� they see must be hidden from therest of the world
through a literal veil-blindfold. Their earth.ly sight is taken so that they can be blessed or cursed
with divine Nision, and their consecrated eyes must be protected .

I make, and can make, no prete
analysis and close-reading, and it

.

on. This work defies and yet demands

.

secrets-there is Nothing there. B

w

y. .

�sess, certainly. Puzzle over and .

!.

meditate on its .immortal music, its b
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Ah
yes

We
must

Freud
To

Back

Come

his
And

slips

are

inescapable

srgnlflcant

'any
In paper

Of
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i
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Literary
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Anyone?

Always

